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Abstract
The ageing demographics of Olympic viewers is a key concern for the International Olympic Committee. The inclusion of action sports into the Olympic programmes has been a key strategy to try and connect with youth consumers, most recently through the inclusion of skateboarding, surfing, and sport climbing into the Tokyo 2020 summer games. Drawing on a questionnaire distributed online in nine languages, and contextualized with analysis of the action sport media, our research explores international and multigenerational action sport consumers’ sport viewing preferences and attitudes to the Olympic inclusion of action sports. Our findings suggest that action sport participants across different countries, ages, and genders are avid consumers of action sport media but also keen consumers of the Olympics. The majority of survey participants were enthusiastic about the inclusion of action sports (and particularly skateboarding) into the Olympic Games, although there were important trends across nationalities and ages. Nonetheless, reflecting debates in the subcultural media, participants also have concerns about the processes and
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politics of action sports inclusion. Action sports may well provide the International Olympic Committee with new lucrative markets, but to maximise the engagement of complex intergenerational audiences, their viewing preferences will need continued attention and understanding.
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The Olympics is the most watched sporting spectacle in the world (Billings, 2008; Sugden & Tomlinson, 2011; Wenner & Billings, 2017). Yet the relevance of the Olympics in the contemporary mediascape has been questioned, particularly for younger viewers whose sport consumption patterns differ from previous generations (Billings, 2011; Lines, 2000; Rowe & Gilmour, 2010; Thorpe & Wheaton, 2017; Wenner, 2010; Wenner & Billings, 2017). With an expanding range of leisure activities, including the Internet, music, and video games, television (TV)-based sports are increasingly competing for the attention of young people, particularly teenage boys. Such changes have led to diminishing numbers of young Olympic viewers (Chang, 2016), along with youth consumption of previously popular national team sports such as basketball and baseball in the United States (Kellett & Russell, 2009; Ourand & Karp, 2012).

The ageing demographics of Olympic viewers are a key concern for the Olympic movement (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a, 2011b). The median age of U.S. viewers for the 2008 Beijing Olympics was 47, rising to 48 for the 2012 London Games, and 53 for the 2016 Rio Games (Chang, 2016; Lombardo & Broughton, 2017). Between London and Rio, there was a 30% drop in TV viewers between the ages of 18 and 34 (Flint & Vranica, 2016). The International Olympic Committee (IOC) has implemented and is implementing a range of measures to appeal to younger viewers such as introducing the Youth Olympics Games (YOG) and the Olympic Internet TV channel (2016). Another key strategy has been introducing youth-focused action sports into both the summer (e.g., windsurfing, mountain biking, bicycle motocross) and winter (e.g., snowboarding, skier cross) programs (Bialik, 2002; Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011b). The action sport “genre” was a consistently growing section of the sports industry through the 1990s and 2000s and has been widely linked with the “elusive Generation Y market” (G. Bennett & Lachowetz, 2004, p. 239; Kellett & Russell, 2009; Walker, Soroka, & Kellett, 2005). The IOC has been strategic in trying to respond to these trends, but their efforts have not been without controversy (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a, 2011b).

From the perspective of the IOC and media corporations, snowboarding has been a particularly successful addition to the Olympic programme (Dillman, 2010). For example, 32% of the U.S. population (92 million people) watched the 2002 Salt Lake City Olympic snowboarding half-pipe competition in which Americans won gold,
silver, and bronze in the men’s event and gold in the women’s event, contributing to a 23% increase in ratings among 18- to 34-year-old viewers (see Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011b, p. 188). Snowboarding has also been credited for the 48% increase in 18- to 24-year-old viewers at the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics (Bauder, 2010). In the United States, coverage of Shaun White winning his third gold medal in Men’s Half-Pipe at the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympic Games attracted a record 22.6 million viewers on National Broadcasting Company (NBC) and NBC Sports Network alone (de Moraes, 2018). In 2016, the IOC attempted to do something similar at the Summer Olympic Games by announcing that surfing, skateboarding, and sport climbing will be included in the Tokyo 2020 Summer Games, as part of IOC President Thomas Bach’s Agenda 2020 reforms for the Olympic movement. “We want to take sport to the youth” said Bach, “with the many options that young people have, we cannot expect any more that they will come automatically to us—we have to go to them” (cited in Jones, 2016).

In this article, we explore this latest and most substantial attempt to use action sports to entice youth consumers to the Summer Olympic Games. In so doing, we contribute to understandings of the media consumption of action sport genre and its relationship with contemporary “youth” consumers. Writing over 15 years ago, G.-Bennet, Henson, and Zhang (2003) argued, “given the current media hype surrounding action sports and its popularity amongst members of Gen Y, this particular genre of sports appears to be an especially fertile topic for future investigation” (p. 112). Yet despite the continued growth of the action sport market both in the United States and internationally, such calls have gone largely unanswered, and there remains a dearth of research exploring the media preferences of action sport consumers (G.-Bennett, Sagas, & Dees, 2006). Furthermore, a limitation of existing research is the North American focus and rather narrow age-based conceptualisation of the action sport market as youth. Our research seeks to provide a more intergenerational and international focus.

**Action Sports and the Youth Market**

Since the late 1990s, a growing body of literature has examined the rise of action sports around the world (e.g., Rinehart & Sydor, 2003; Thorpe, 2014; Thorpe & Olive, 2016; Wheaton, 2012, 2013). Sociologists of sport and media have examined the media consumption and production patterns within various action sports cultures (e.g., Beal & Smith, 2010; Booth, 2008; Gilchrist & Wheaton, 2013; Ormrod, 2009; Rinehart, 2008; Thorpe, 2017; Thorpe & Wheaton, 2017; Wheaton & Beal, 2003), with fewer exploring trends across sports or countries. Both in popular cultural media and some strands of academic literature, participation in and consumption of the action sport genre, both in the United States (G.-Bennett & Lachowetz, 2004, p. 239; G.-Bennett et al., 2006) and more globally (Kellett & Russell, 2009; Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012; Walker et al., 2005), have been associated with Generation Y (Gen Y) lifestyles. Gen Y, also called the millennials, is a term deriving from
marketing which in the United States has been used to describe the lucrative and sizeable contemporary youth market that followed after Generation X (Gen X) and the Baby Boomers. While Gen Y’s exact characterization varies between commentators, many sources describe it as those born between 1977 and 1994, so aged 24–36 in 2018 (G. Bennett, Henson, & Zhang, 2003). More recently, a new youth segment—Gen Z—has been used to refer to those born between 1995 and 2012 (currently aged 5–22; Beall, 2016).

These youth markets are considered important due to their size and influence. Gen Y is described as a large and lucrative population (G. Bennett & Lachowetz, 2004, p. 239), 3 times the size of its predecessor, Gen X (G. Bennett et al., 2003). Generation Z (Gen Z) already makes up 25.9% of the U.S. population, and it is estimated that by 2020, they will account for one third of the U.S. population (Beall, 2016). Furthermore, the sport and media consumption patterns of Gen Y were seen to differ from previous generations, and they are characterised as being very media savvy (G. Bennett et al., 2006). Gen Z and Y are considered by sports marketers as highly desirable targets for corporations, but as G. Bennett and Lachowetz (2004) discuss, they are also “difficult to reach and to influence” (p. 239).

According to Giannoulakis and Krol Pursglove (2017), members of Gen Y consume action sports (as athletes and lifestyle participants) more than any preceding generation, leading some to label action sports as “Gen-Y sports” (p. 141). As G. Bennett and Lachowetz (2004) outline, the growth of major action sports events from the late 1990s such as the Gravity Games and the X Games can be seen as attempts by broadcasters, marketers, and advertisers to actively commercialise action sports into a package to reach the Gen Y market (Rinehart, 1998; Thorpe, 2014). Although the action sport industry was initially characterised as counter-cultural and niche, it too has become increasingly profit-driven with entrepreneurial individuals creating opportunities to sustain their lifestyles and make profit (Beal & Weidman, 2003; Kusz, 2004; Rinehart, 2008; Rinehart & Sydor, 2003; Thorpe & Dumont, 2018).

It is not surprising then that the IOC continues to draw inspiration from successful action sport media events, such as the X Games, in their attempts to engage and inspire younger viewers (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011b, 2017). The representational styles developed by the X Games with their fusion of Gen Y–style activities—action sports, music, and computer gaming—are increasingly evident in Olympic action sport events and programming (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2017). However, the IOC’s most substantial attempt yet to connect to the Gen Y and Gen X audience through action sports is the forthcoming inclusion of surfing, skateboarding, and sport climbing into the Tokyo 2020 Summer Olympics. The inclusion of these sports (along with baseball/softball and karate) came about as a result of the Agenda 2020 reforms aimed at making the Olympics more relevant and youth-focused and allowing host cities to apply for new sports to be added to their Olympic program (Thorpe and Wheaton, in press). With the IOC putting pressure on existing sports federations to ensure their events are attracting audiences, appealing to youth, and are gender
equitable (Butler, 2017), the International Cycling Federation opted to include BMX freestyle (with quotas taken from other cycling events), with discussions about kitesurfing (under yachting) and parkour (under gymnastics) ongoing and hotly contested by core cultural members.

**Olympic Inclusion: Lessons From the Past**

Although the marriage between Gen Y and action sport has been good for corporations, the history of past action sports inclusion into the Olympics has illustrated that the process has not been a smooth one. Drawing on postsubcultural studies, theory that encourages scholars to recognise the role of media and commerce in youths’ cultural formations and acknowledge forms of agency and politics within (and after) processes of institutionalisation and commodification has taken place (A. Bennett, 2011; Muggleton & Weinzierl, 2003; Wheaton, 2007). Thorpe and Wheaton (2011a, 2011b) have outlined the different processes and politics of incorporation for each action sport. In so doing, they reveal action sports inclusion into the Olympic Games as a highly political and contested process, reflecting trends observed in other contemporary “postsubcultural” youth and sport cultures (Beal & Wilson, 2004; Edwards & Corte, 2010; Rinehart, 2008).

Within each action sport, there have been factions arguing for and against inclusion, with changes in attitude over time (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a, 2011b). Early practitioners have been particularly wary of incorporation into these forms of competition organised by traditional sports organisations, seeing it as a form of “selling out” their “alternative” values and ideologies (Humphreys, 2003). While younger contemporary generations of action sport athletes seem more willing to embrace such opportunities, events such as the X Games and athlete-organized competitions continue to hold more cultural authenticity than the Olympics (Beal & Wilson, 2004; Wheaton, 2005) and thus tend to be valued more highly within the sports cultures and industries (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a).

Perhaps the most notorious public display of these early views came when World snowboard Champion Terje Haakonsen declined to participate in the 1998 Winter Olympics as a form of protest. In his own words, he was strongly opposed to snowboarders being turned into “uniform-wearing, flag-bearing, walking logo[s]” (Mellgren, 1998, para. 8). Yet, snowboarding has subsequently been amongst the most popular sports among viewers and audiences of the Winter Olympics, and many contemporary snowboarders now embrace the competition as an opportunity to perform on a global stage and reap the financial rewards. However, Haakonsen (2004) continues in his critique of the Olympic Games and has organised the long-standing Arctic Challenge—an event run by and for snowboarders—as the antithesis to the Olympics (Bridges, 2014).

While the inclusion of snowboarding into the 1998 Winter Olympic Games has caused most debate and academic attention (Popovic & Morrow, 2008; Thorpe, 2011; Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a), similar cultural contestation over incorporation
has occurred in other action sports, such as windsurfing (Los Angeles, 1984), BMX (in 2008), and, more recently, kitesurfing and skateboarding (Honea, 2013; Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011b). For example, when it was proposed that “Skateboarding could make its Olympic debut at the 2012 London Games” (Peck, 2007) under the sport of cycling, thousands of skateboarders from across the world responded by signing an online petition titled “No Skateboarding in the Olympics” addressed to the IOC president (The Petition, No Skateboarding in the Olympics! 2010). Similarly, following the announcement of the proposal to include skateboarding, surfing, and sport climbing in Tokyo 2020, a spate of articles appeared in both mainstream and niche media, many of which were concerned about their sports being sold-out. For example:

> If it was in the Olympics, it wouldn’t be skateboarding anymore. It’d be gymnastics on wood with wheels. It’d be overladen with rules and regs created by people who didn’t know WTF they were talking about. (Comment posted on Vice magazine)

As Thorpe and Wheaton (2011a, 2011b) have illustrated, in each case of the Olympic incorporation of an action sport to date, market-driven processes have led to complex, contextually specific power struggles between international and national sporting governing bodies, media conglomerates, and action sports cultures and their industries. However, action sport cultures are multilayered, mobile, and ever-changing, incorporating a range of consumers and participants from elite athletes to hard-core aficionados to “weekend warriors” (Wheaton, 2013). Therefore, research needs to be attentive to these different consumers of action sport cultures (see Figure 1), and how different generations of participants and viewers regard this relationship between their sporting cultures and the Olympic Games.

**Beyond Youth? Gen X, Y, and Z**

Action sports research has grown over the past three decades, with researchers across an array of disciplines focused on different sports in local, national, and global contexts (see Thorpe & Wheaton, 2014). However, much of this literature has focused on youth and in the context of North America. In examining the history and development of action sports, scholars have acknowledged the powerful role of the American action sports industry and media in defining global youth participation and consumption trends (Thorpe, 2014). This research builds upon and extends existing literature by providing a more intergenerational and international focus by exploring the media consumption practices of action sport participants across different age-groups and national contexts. Recent sociological literature has suggested that age demographics in action sports are broadening, thus challenging previous understandings of these sporting cultures as “youth cultures” as well as dominant media representations that have long focused on young (mostly male) highly athletic participants (Wheaton, 2017). Bennet et al. (2006) compared the
media preferences of Gen X and Y action sport consumers and found that while Gen Y was more avid media consumers, the action sport genre had developed a fan base amongst both these generations. Furthermore, they acknowledge that once interest had been sparked, participants were likely to become lifelong consumers. Wheaton’s (2017) work on older surfers confirms this trend.

Many youth cultures, including action sports (Wheaton, 2017), have become more “connected and compatible with adult lives,” spaces where “ageing individuals continue to construct and articulate identities and claim distinctiveness in contemporary everyday life” (A. Bennett & Hodkinson, 2012, p. 3). Recent consumer research has also revealed the quickly “graying” demographics of action sport consumers, with the median age of U.S. action sports TV viewers jumping from 31 to 47 between 2000 and 2016 (Lombardo & Broughton, 2017). This study, however, did not include action sports online consumption, which researchers have suggested is where most young people today watch action sports (Thorpe, 2017). Nonetheless, these demographic shifts speak to the ways in which so-called youth cultures are increasingly being marketed to appeal to a wider demographic. We therefore concur with Giannoulakis and Krol Pursglove’s (2017) call for more research that examines “how action sports organizations will market and engage Generation Y consumers as they get older, and yet embrace the new and up and coming Generation Z youth audience” (p. 141).

**Method**

Our research questions emerged from a larger project focusing on the planned inclusion of new action sports into the Tokyo 2020 Summer Olympic Games.
(Wheaton & Thorpe, 2016). This project was broadly informed by a cultural studies approach, particularly in relation to the dynamic between representation, culture, and lived experience. According to Saukko (2003), the “trademark” of the cultural studies approach to empirical research on understanding media audiences has been “an interest in the interplay between lived experiences, texts and discourses, and the social context” (Saukko, 2003, p. 11). Thus, to understand the attitudes and opinions of various groups involved within and across action sport cultures and industries, we employed a multimethod approach, involving media analysis, interviews with key players in the action sport cultures and industries, and a questionnaire administered online. Each of these methods targeted the voices and opinions of different factions within the action sports cultural complex (see Figure 1). In this article, we examine action sport participants and consumers’ attitudes to the inclusion of action sports in both past and future Olympic Games using data from the questionnaire and draw upon aspects of our media analysis to help contextualise these findings. The questionnaire was used to explore action sport participants’ media consumption of the Olympics, and how it compared to other mediated action sport events such as the X Games and single-sport action sport competitions. While these questions framed our research, we were also attentive to any generational, gender, and national differences across each of these issues as well as differences between the different action sports.

Developing Our Research Tool

Existing research exploring action sport media consumption patterns has focused on the English speaking, and particularly North American, demographic (e.g., Kusz, 2004; Ormrod, 2009; Rinehart, 1998; Thorpe, 2011; Wheaton & Beal, 2003). We wanted to gain a more international understanding of action sport participants’ media consumption patterns beyond English speaking and North American participants, as well as participants across multiple action sports, and experiences from core participants to lifestyle consumers. The only practical approach to include participants over broad geographic locations was an online questionnaire.

As researchers working within a broadly interpretivist paradigm, the decision to use a mixed methods approach involving a quantitative method was one we initially struggled to justify epistemologically, recognising that different methodologies can create “incommensurable truths” (Saukko, 2003). However, as Elling (2015) argues, the use of such mixed methods research can have an important place in research involving comparisons across times and geographic space and in the interpretations of different media audiences.

We devised our online questionnaire to reach an international audience across multiple action sports, exploring trends in their media consumption, and the attitudes and opinions of recreational and core/lifestyle action sport consumers towards the Olympic Games (Figure 1). To ensure participants across all continents could take part, we translated the questionnaire into nine languages: Arabic, English, Portuguese, French, German, Chinese (simplified Chinese and Mandarin), Spanish, and
Japanese. While we hoped to reveal some of the complexities, nuances, and contradictions in these consumers attitudes to action sport media consumption generally, and the Olympics specifically, we recognised the questionnaire would only give a partial picture.

All survey methods have some limitations, and while online questionnaires are comparatively new, they appear to be most effective when the target audience is technologically savvy and has access to and utilises e-mails (Olberding & Cobb, 2007). As both Gen Z and Y audiences (G. Bennett & Lachowetz, 2004) and action sport participants (Gilchrist & Wheaton, 2013; Salome & van Bottenburg, 2012; Thorpe, 2017) are avid users of electronic media and a wide range of digital technology, the online format seemed appropriate.

Despite using the questionnaire primarily as a data tool to help us identify key themes in media consumption patterns that we were able to explore further in interviews and media analysis, it is still important to recognise the various limitations and issues for using online surveys (Olberding & Cobb, 2007). As we discuss below, sampling issues were relevant for this research. We also raise the potential impact of “non-response errors,” which is when “non-respondents would have provided different answers to questions than those who did respond to the survey” (Olberding & Cobb, 2007, p. 27).

Both researchers had detailed and “sensitised” knowledge of the action sport community and issues under investigation based on many years of research and participation (see Thorpe, 2011, 2014; Wheaton, 2013). This “insider” knowledge is essential in the design and development stage of the questionnaire in such specialist community contexts (Maddox, 2015). Our insider knowledge and previous research helped in developing questions deriving from both academic literature and debates in the subcultural media that would be relevant to our research objectives and be understood by this community. The questionnaire included 14 questions organised into three thematic sections: (1) action sport preference and consumption trends, (2) consumption of the Olympics and the YOG, and (3) attitudes towards the inclusion of action sport into the Olympics. Most questions offered a broad range of comprehensive responses (e.g., “I like watching the following action sports on TV and/or the Internet,” with a list of action sports for the participant to check all that apply; “If you do not watch the Olympics, why not?,” with list of 10 options for the participant to check all that apply), four were yes/no questions (e.g., “Do you watch the Summer Olympics?”), with only one question incorporating a Likert-type scale. Under the question, “What action sports events do you watch?,” there was a list of seven broad categories of action sports events each with a Likert-type scale ranging from never to huge fan. Participants also had the opportunity to write additional comments to express their opinions, attitudes, and perceptions in most areas. These were quite extensive particularly in Chinese and English. Due to a data corruption issue, we were unable to access the Chinese comments, but 66 participants wrote comments in English ranging from a sentence to paragraphs. This engagement suggests that these are issues of interest and relevance to these participants.
We initially piloted the questionnaire across groups of action sport consumers (including different ages and languages) and subsequently amended questions that were ambiguous. We sought assistance from our university Information and Technology Services (IT) department and researchers with extensive experience in online questionnaires in designing the tool, ensuring the questions were clear and that it worked across different browsers (including on tablets and iPads). Nonetheless, not all participants answered all of the questions and we cannot ascertain if this was because they found the question difficult to interpret or were not interested in providing a response.

Our key form of dissemination was via identified prominent action sport websites, social media, and our own action sport industry contacts developed via our respective time researching and participating in different action sports arenas (see Thorpe, 2011, 2014; Wheaton, 2013). As Maddox (2015) outlines, many communities have key “online spaces” that are important for interactions; researchers must therefore have connections to access these spaces or use relevant gatekeepers to “seed” their survey in these most appropriate places (Maddox, 2015, p. 78). As we discuss below, while our individual and collective cultural knowledge meant we had a good understanding of popular action sport media platforms, our connections were not always good enough to grant us access.

Our sample was self-selecting, based on those who had electronic access, and who were motivated to fill out the questionnaire, which can lead to bias, particularly when “the characteristics of the sample population are different from the population of interest” (Olberding & Cobb, 2007, p. 27). Furthermore, as noted in the North American context, self-selecting samples tend to favour affluent, White men with leisure time (Maddox, 2015). Therefore, to ensure we understood who the sample was, and that it was reflective of the population of interest for our research, we asked a range of questions about their demographics (e.g., age, nationally, gender) and their sports participation and consumption. As we discuss below, the sample that chose to fill out this questionnaire was representative of the action sport consumer we had hoped to target.

The questionnaire was live for a 5-month window hosted on the University of Waikato website and completed by 820 participants. We worked with various stakeholders and contacts gained via our decades of action sports participation and research to disseminate the questionnaire as widely as possible. The 5-month window was necessary, as at various stages during this period, we took note of the countries that were underrepresented and made particular efforts to increase completions in areas where participation was initially low. We asked participants about where they heard/read about this questionnaire. “Word of mouth” was the most effective form of dissemination, with “Facebook” and “friends” accounting for over 70% of responses. As Fowler (2014) suggests, in such self-administered surveys, the intrinsic motivation of the respondent is critical. However, the dissemination via action sport websites (e.g., The Inertia, Mpora) led to minimal engagement (12%). In fact, the editors/gatekeepers for action sport online media whom we targeted were not particularly helpful, and despite repeatedly chasing up with editors, our e-mails...
were often ignored. However, the world’s largest extreme sport event organising company (International Festival of Extreme Sports [FISE]) supported the project by sharing the questionnaire at an event in China, thus contributing to our strong Chinese participation. It was only later that we learned FISE was working closely with the IOC towards the incorporation of more action sports into the Olympic Games (particularly BMX freestyle), and thus their “helpfulness” in disseminating the questionnaire may not have been purely altruistic.

As noted above, we sought to use our questionnaire to help reveal some of the complexities, nuances, and contradictions in consumer attitudes to action sport media consumption generally and the Olympics specifically. As our results seek to demonstrate sociocultural, sport-based and demographic trends in action sport media consumption, rather than make generalisations across populations, we did not conduct statistical analysis. Given our research expertise in qualitative sociology, and our interest in the multiple and diverse sport media consumption practices of action sport participants, we opted to focus on qualitative trends in the data based on our research questions and some descriptive statistics to contextualise these themes.

Our analysis also draws on a systematic collation and thematic analysis of mass and niche media sources around two moments: the short-listing of surfing, skateboarding, and sport climbing for Tokyo 2020 (September 2015 to August 2016) and immediately following the decision to include these sports (August–December 2016). We collated over 650 articles in the initial analysis phase and a further 198 articles after the announcement. The subcultural media, such as niche magazines and websites, are particularly influential in communicating attitudes and value systems within and across action sport cultures (Gilchrist & Wheaton, 2013; Thorpe, 2017). Social media, and the dialogue and readers’ comments sections in response in niche media online articles, also gave us access to the attitudes of core participants (see Figure 1) who we used to help compare, contrast, and contextualize the questionnaire results.

Results and Analysis

We begin our results and analysis by first identifying who our sample was in terms of their age, gender, nationality, and action sport consumption and participation. Following this, we explore two key themes: (1) media consumption of action sports and (2) attitudes to the inclusion of action sport in the Olympics, drawing out trends across sports, ages, nationalities, and gender.

The Sample Demographic: A Snapshot of Global Youth?

Previous research has suggested that the demographic of the typical action sport participant is male, young, and White (Kusz, 2007; Thorpe, 2014; Wheaton, 2013). Likewise, 72% of those who chose to answer the gender question of our questionnaire were male, and 28% were female. Due to a data error (caused by a problem
with use of language scripts, particularly simplified Chinese and Mandarin), we were not able to retrieve data about ethnicity; however, their nationality was wide ranging (see below). While our questionnaire targeted action sport consumers of all ages, younger people dominated the sample: under 20s (broadly Gen Z) constituted 19%, 20- to 30-year-olds constituted 63%, and the over 30-year-olds constituted 37% of our sample. Therefore, the sample that chose to complete this questionnaire broadly represents Gen X, Y, and Z.

The questionnaire had a wide reach with participants from all continents and 51 different countries. China was the highest ranking country with 199 participants (largely because of the Chinese event we targeted), Germany was second (81 participants), and then United States third (76 participants). Other significant countries included France (45 participants), New Zealand (42 participants), Brazil (30 participants), Japan (22 participants), United Kingdom and Switzerland (both 15 participants), Australia (14 participants), and Spain (10 participants). Despite the wide range of countries participating in the questionnaire, it is worth noting that 67% came from 11 countries, most likely as a result of both our dissemination strategies and options and countries where action sports are more popular. In terms of the language that participants chose to use to fill in the questionnaire, despite the wide range of national contexts and different languages offered, English dominated (45%) with Chinese languages second (25%). The remainder were, in descending order, German, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Japanese, and Arabic (1.2%). As there is a disparity between where people lived (e.g., China ranked top), and the language used on the questionnaire (English ranked top), we might assume that some participants, particularly those living in China, were non-Chinese or, though less likely, choose to use English even though it wasn’t their native language.

If using these data from a purely quantitative perspective, it could be argued that the bias in national completions skews the data, and the ambiguities around language compromise the reliability of the findings. However, as we explain above, the questionnaire was designed and implemented with a more qualitative intent—to identify and explore key trends in action sport participants consumption patterns—so for our purposes, the nationality of participants was just one variable as part of a broader complex picture of media consumption practices, which we have also explored with interviews and media analysis in the broader study.

Around three quarters of our sample were active participants in action sports; of this group, half classified themselves as regular participants in action sports (48%) and half identified as occasional participants (52%). As G. Bennett and Lachowetz (2004) note, many who consume action sports media and lifestyles also participate in action sports. Nonetheless, 187 people (around 22% of our sample) claimed not to participate in action sports but were interested enough in this topic to complete the questionnaire. Interestingly, 90% of our Chinese-speaking participants stated they were nonparticipants in action sports. This supports earlier research by Rowe and Gilmour (2010) that highlights the focus on sport merchandising and consumption over participation in Asia,
and Thorpe’s (2008, 2014) research that explores the unique development of action sports in China and cultural differences that led to high levels of extreme sport consumption but low participation rates in China.

The active participants in our questionnaire were involved in a wide range of different action sports, as both occasional and regular participants, many participating in more than one sport (see Figure 2). The most popular activities were skateboarding (33%, 276 participants), parkour/free running (25%, 202 participants), and mountain biking (23%, 194 participants), closely followed by climbing (191 participants), surfing (178 participants), snowboarding (111 participants), skiing (111 participants), and BMX participants (111 participants). Smaller numbers did wakeboarding, kitesurfing, motocross, roller blading/in-line skating, skiing, and skydiving/BASE jumping. Our sample therefore represented core and marginal cultural participants (including nonparticipating consumers of action sports) across a wide range of action sports (Figure 2), reflecting previous data about these sports, a younger male demographic.
Research on action sport consumers and on the action sport market has highlighted the popularity and financial success of multisport action sport events like the X Games and single-sport events like the Vans Open and Dew Tour (Giannoulakis & Krol Pursglove, 2017; Smith, 2012). Furthermore, research suggests that more members of Gen Y watch action sports than their predecessors and that action sports events including the X Games were more popular amongst Gen Y media consumers in the United States than the traditional U.S. team sports of basketball and baseball and the Soccer World Cup (G. Bennett & Lachowetz, 2004; G. Bennett et al., 2006).

Figure 3 illustrates that a range of different types of action sport events were avidly consumed by our questionnaire participants including the Summer and Winter X Games, international single action sport competitions (e.g., World Surf League), National action sporting events (e.g., Vans U.S. Open), action sport festivals (e.g., Tony Hawk and Friends Tour), and action sports competitions in the Olympics. These consumers watched action sports on a range of platforms including TV and online.

The Summer and Winter X Games were both watched by around 75% of participants, of which 25% said they were huge fans or “watched whenever they could.” Within these trends, skateboarding was the most popular sport to watch (36%; Figure 4). This was followed by parkour/free-running (31%), snowboarding (30%), and surfing (30%). Our results suggest that these action sport participants/
consumers, both core and more marginal, avidly consume a range of different action sport media competitions and events, although international single-sport competitions were the most popular.

Olympic Fans? Action Sport Participants’ Media Consumption of the Olympics

Our questionnaire findings appear to differ from both previous marketing-based research and industry-based articles that suggest Gen Y and young action sport consumers have opted out of viewing more traditional sports, in general, and the Olympic Games, in particular. The action sport participants and lifestyle consumers in our research appear to be avid sport media consumers. The Summer Olympics and Winter Olympic Games were popular amongst these consumers, watched by 81% and 73% of respondents, respectively, that is higher viewership than the X Games but less than international action sport competitions (see Figure 3). This was somewhat surprising, given the declining viewership of the Olympics amongst youth. Yet, as discussed above, previous research looking at Olympic viewing amongst groups of action sport enthusiasts has also had mixed findings. G-Bennet et al.’s (2006) research conducted
at an action sport event found the Olympics were less popular than the X Games or Gravity Games amongst those aged under 41. However, in contrast, Bennett et al. (2003) sample of high school students in North America (mean aged 15), but not specifically action sports fans or consumers, found that the Olympics were more popular (26.1%) than the X Games (15.2%). However, both of these studies are over 10 years old, and the action sport demographics and trends in action sport consumption have changed rapidly over this time, particularly with the availability of online media consumption options (Lombardo & Broughton, 2017; Thorpe, 2017).

We can only speculate on some of the reasons for these differences, such as our participants covered a much broader age range and were also more international. It is also possible that those who had no interest in the Olympics did not fill in the questionnaire. For these reasons, we suggest that these percentages should be treated with some caution. Furthermore, as we discuss below, the qualitative data revealed a more complex picture that became apparent through some of the trends we identify and also the comments posted.

Our research also explored viewing preferences when watching the Summer Olympic Games (Figure 5). The most popular sports to watch were all individual activities, topped by track and field (watched by 27%) and aquatics (watched by 25%). Action sports were also highly placed with BMX fifth (watched by 19%) and mountain biking (17%), which was higher than other forms of cycling or triathlon. The least popular to watch was golf (2%) and shooting events (4%). At the Winter Olympics (Figure 6), snowboarding was the most popular event to watch (37%), followed by alpine skiing (28%), and then new skiing events such as slopestyle, half-pipe, and Skier X (24%).

We also asked the questionnaire participants who “did not” watch the Olympics about their reasons why. A range of different responses were given. A small percentage said they “find the Olympics boring” (9.7%) and “I don’t like what the Olympics represents/stands for” (8.2%). Only 5.5% agreed with the statement “I don’t like the style of filming and commentary in the Olympics.” As noted above, the success of the X Games has been attributed in part to the more innovative forms of film and representational style, and Olympic snowboarding has also made efforts in this respect, which increased viewership (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2017). However, the most widespread responses were “I don’t have the time” (23.1%), “the sports I am most interested in aren’t in the Olympics” (19.8%), and “the styles of sport that I am most interested in watching aren’t in the Olympics” (16.7%). It is worth noting here one of the responses given as it highlights the complexities of sport consumption trends and the need for caution around such figures:

Even though I watch snowboarding at the Olympics doesn’t tell that I actually like it or [think that] it is the right movement for snowboarding. Competitive snowboarding has been in a sort of stable situation where no progress has [been] seen, thanks to the big players such as FIS and IOC. Last winter I found by accident a stream to watch the double pipe competition which offered a fresh view for snowboarding and pushed it more towards the creative direction. (Edited for clarity)
As we discuss further below, this quote highlights that while action sport participants avidly consume their sports including at the Olympic Games, it does not mean they necessarily agree with how they are represented or the direction taken when these sports are included in the Olympic Games.

Despite the widespread belief that men’s sport attracts greater audiences, when asked whether they preferred watching male or female events, the majority enjoyed both. Only 7.4% agreed with the statement “I prefer watching men’s events at the Olympics.” It is also interesting to note that in line with previous research on action sports (Thorpe, 2014; Wheaton, 2005), participants tended not to affiliate with athletes or events along nationalist lines. In many cases, action sports athletes at the Olympics have gained little or no funding from their nations, with their primary sources of financial support coming from corporate sponsors. Thus, many action sport athletes tend to affiliate more with their sponsors “teams” (which are often a combination of national and international athletes sponsored by the same company).

Figure 5. The sports that questionnaire participants enjoy watching at the summer Olympic games.²
rather than their national team (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a). Only 4.5% of respondents stated that “I have no preference when my country is doing well,” suggesting that few watched the Olympics with a purely patriotic lens.

**Attitudes to the Inclusion of Skateboarding, Surfing, and Sport Climbing in Tokyo 2020**

As discussed in the review of literature, Olympic inclusion has been a contested process, with much scepticism and dissent from the core of the sporting cultures (Humphreys, 2003; Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a, 2011b). Our analysis of the subcultural media illustrated that these anti-Olympic sentiments were also widespread in response to the Tokyo proposals. For example:
Someone please drown this whole f**king idea, surfing doesn’t need this shit . . . We don’t need more surfers and more popularity . . . The only ones who benefit from this shit are the big brands selling more crap gear from sweat shops in 3rd world countries. (Comment posted on Surf Line)

No!!!!!! No no no no no. Please stop perpetuating the mainstream direction of these two lifestyles . . . Dammit!!!!!! (Comments on http://Outsideonline.com in response to the announcement climbing is to be considered for inclusion in Tokyo 2020)

Nonetheless, the subcultural media analysis revealed a range of viewpoints from those who were wholly supportive (e.g., seeing the potential benefits for action sport athletes and governing bodies) to these long-term “core” participants, who often remain ardently anti-Olympics. The dominant discourse, however, was one of concern and measured scepticism, raising a broad range of concerns about the process and impact on the cultures of their sports.

When our questionnaire went live, the sports of skateboarding, surfing, and sport climbing had been shortlisted but not yet ratified for inclusion in Tokyo 2020 (official announcement was August 3, 2016). Our questions therefore asked about attitudes to the future potential inclusion of action sports in the Olympics. Of our participants, 60% felt the inclusion of more action sports was a good idea and that it would encourage them to watch more of the Olympics. As we were particularly interested to see if younger consumers held different attitudes to the Olympics, we mapped out attitudes across five age bands: under 19, 20–30, 31–40, 41–50, and over 50s. The youngest participants (under 19) were most enthusiastic about action sports inclusion in the Olympics; 80% of whom said “I think this is a great idea and I would likely watch more of the Olympics.” This is a strong endorsement of the Gen Z and Ys action sports participants/consumers attitudes towards the Olympic Games. Moreover, this age-group has grown up in a context where action sports have always been part of mega events such as the X Games and the wheels of commodification and institutionalization have long been in process, thus they tend not to cling to memories of action sports precommercialisation (Beal & Wilson, 2004). In contrast, only around half (54%) of the 20- to 40-year-olds were “likely to watch more of the Olympics” if action sports were included. The percentage was a little higher for the over 50s (65%), the age-group that has been the core Olympic audience. The age-group most likely to say “I dislike what happens to action sports when they become Olympic sports” were the 20–40s (27%), whereas over 50s (15%) and under 19s (12%) were less concerned. These findings further support claims that there are generational shifts in attitudes toward the Olympics. Our broader project findings support the questionnaire in suggesting that core male participants aged 20–40 are those mostly likely to contest action sports inclusion in the Olympics, perhaps because they have the most to lose in terms of control of their sporting culture and industry. In terms of gender differences, attitudes to Olympic inclusion were broadly similar across men and women. However, a greater percentage of men than women
(25% vs. 16%) “disliked what happens to action sports when they become Olympic sports”; and more women than men said that they “don’t really care.”

However, clear national differences in attitudes to Olympic inclusion were apparent based on comparing the three most common languages amongst our questionnaire participants. The Chinese speakers were most supportive of Olympic inclusion (84%), with only a very small percentage expressing strong anti-Olympics sentiments (2%). In contrast, only 17% of the German speakers thought it was a “great idea,” and 59% said they “disliked what happened to action sports when they became Olympic Sports.” The English speakers (representing United States, Australia, New Zealand, England, and others) had a less polarised view with 56% saying “I think this is a great idea and I would likely watch more of the Olympics” and 26% stating “I dislike what happens to action sports when they become Olympic sports.”

The written commentary was informing in revealing some of the attitudes underlying these trends. Those endorsing the inclusion of action sports pointed to them being exciting to watch, enhancing the Olympic programme, and bringing it “up to date.” For example:

> Action sports often require a lot more training than other “normal” sports. And not only that. It also takes courage and bravery so I think that the Olympic spirit is more represented by this kind of sport. Action sport got that “plus” that always amaze people more than, just for example, the 1,000 m crawl of swimming.

> It was also argued that Olympic inclusion would give the action sports more visibility and credibility, and it was assumed facilitate more funding to the athletes to allow “hardworking individuals to be able to make a living.” Noting the benefits of inclusion, one questionnaire participant added, “any sport being added to the Olympics increases it reputation and applicability to the general public and boost[s] the funding and long-term support for the sport.”

> Nonetheless, the written commentary painted a complex picture. For example, some respondents, while broadly supportive, did show an attentiveness to the potential problems for the action sport cultures, such as cultural clashes between their ethos and that of the Olympics (see Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011b). According to one questionnaire participant, “in some ways adding the sport to the Olympics legitimizes the sport, giving it more respect in the community but I think that this also has negative effects on the culture of the sport.” Furthermore, reflecting debates in the subcultural media, questionnaire participants also expressed concerns about action sports commercialisation and institutionalisation, “selling-out” action sport’s alternative ethos and heritage (Humphreys, 2003). A large proportion of the English commentary highlighted these concerns. For example:

> Incorporating these sports into the Olympics undermines what some people want them to stand for, alternatives, nonnationalistic, art forms.
Action sports are individual activities that are fun and promote individual development and community building. Turning them into competitive spectacles that ultimately involve money and sponsorships is a perversion of the soul of the activity, and benefits the sponsoring entity, the commercial sponsor or the IOC, but not the spirit of the activity itself. […] It is sad to see the politics, maneuvering, greed and manipulation that goes on behind the scenes of what is promoted as an altruistic opportunity for great athletes to compete for the “gold.” It is truly a sign of the times.

Others argued that the Olympic movement to date had not demonstrated the ability to preserve nontraditional sport’s difference and creativity:

Every real-world activity that has been introduced into the Olympic games seems to eventually lose sight of why the sport/activity was developed in the original sense. Taekwondo for example has become less of an actual “martial” art and more about the flashy kicks that everyone wants to see. I don’t see a good ending to some of these activities if entered in to the Olympics. (Comment in response to answer to “I dislike what happens to action sports when they become Olympic sports”)

Some respondents were wholly critical of the Olympic Games:

“Action sports” don’t belong in the out-dated Olympic games, the greed and pride of nations shown during the Olympics is a farce. Olympics represent everything evil about sports […]. Action sports have always been somehow “rebel” in a good way. They have always said “hell no” if someone wants them to be part of something they feel hard to represent. In the end, Olympics is the biggest NO to represent. With that in mind, not only every action sport should get rid of Olympics but also the whole Olympic movement should vanish.

In summary, a wide range of views was evident, including these more vociferous anti-Olympic sentiments. Yet, in contrast to the “core” voices represented in the subcultural media (often in articles written by action sports journalists, athletes, and other cultural spokespersons and comments sections dominated by the “angry” voices of core participants), these more recreational lifestyle participants represented in our questionnaire were more in favour of, and excited about, action sports Olympic inclusion. This was particularly evident amongst Chinese-based consumers and the under 19s, two groups with less connection to the unique cultural histories and early ethos (i.e., countercultural, antiestablishment) of these sporting cultures.

**Action Sport Popularity: Trends Across Sports and Generations**

The international skateboarding community has been very vocal about its concerns regarding Olympic inclusion, so it was somewhat surprising that the sport that questionnaire participants most wanted to see in future Olympics was
skateboarding (Figure 7), with street skating as the most popular style (36% of respondents).

All other forms of skateboarding, except longboarding, were in the top 5, including half-pipe/vert (21% of respondents), big air/mega ramp (19.3% of respondents), and pool/bowl (19.2% of respondents). Street skateboarding was most popular with those aged under 20s; each of the top 5 ranked sports for the under 19s was a style of skateboarding. In contrast, surfing (short board) was popular with older participants, ranked second with the over 40s, but not so popular with younger participants. These findings illustrate a strong endorsement of skateboarding by these action sport participants and consumers, and particularly Gen Y and Z. As one questionnaire participant wrote, “skate street style is a new discipline NBC does on their Dew Tour—very exciting, skaters love it...X Games does not do it.” Other popular action sports included BMX freestyle (23%), most popular amongst ages 20–50, and parkour/free running (18%). Climbing and short-board surfing were less popular (15% of respondents) among this age group. While roller blading was not one of the categories on the questionnaire, numerous comments suggested that roller blading...
and aggressive in-line skating were considered popular amongst this group. For example, one participant added the comment: “include inline skating to the list, bigger jumps and longer grinds than most extreme sports.”

However, given this was a self-selecting sample, and that popularity was likely to be influenced by the action sports that our sample practiced or watched, we also examined trends across action sports. Broadly, we found that action sports participants in this research supported the inclusion of the sport(s) they participated in. For example, despite the antiestablishment message that we found prevalent across skate niche media, of those who said they were regular or occasional skateboarders (228 people in our sample), skateboarding was the action sport they would most like to see in the Olympics, with 56% of skateboarders preferring street, 47% pool/bowl, 37% half-pipe/vert, and 43% big air/mega ramp. Skaters also supported BMX freestyle and parkour. Surfing was less popular among skateboarding questionnaire participants (only 24% endorsed it) and climbing was only supported by 14%.

Likewise, for the climbers in the sample (179 in total), climbing was the sport they would most like to see it in future Olympic Games (39%), closely followed by parkour/free running (29%). For the surfers in the sample (164 people), short-board surfing was their first-ranked preference, followed by skateboarding, with “street” being marginally the most popular style followed by half-pipe/bowl and big air/mega ramp. Long-board surfing and Stand Up Paddleboarding (SUP) were much less popular than short-board surfing. Surfing in a wave pool was unpopular amongst surfers, coming second to last with only 34 people (20%) supporting its inclusion. As we discuss elsewhere (Wheaton & Thorpe, 2016) and has been widely debated in surfing’s niche media (Evers, 2016), at the time of the questionnaire, wave pools were highly controversial amongst the surfing community. As one participant wrote:

I’m a 3-time National Surfing Champion and I’m not a fan of adding surfing to the Olympics especially in a wave pool. Wave pool surfing is entirely different than dealing with the elements in the ocean.

However, there were also some important differences nationally in the sports that participants most wanted to see in the Olympics. For example, urban sports, particularly skateboarding styles, were the most popular sport for our Chinese speakers. The English speakers favoured a range of action sports with skateboarding and surfing ranked first equal. This finding reflects previous research in the United States that found that, of the summer-based action sports, surfing was most popular (17.1%) with skateboarding second (10.6%; Bennett et al., 2003). In our results, short-board surfing was ranked first equal amongst English speakers but was not ranked by either the Chinese or German speakers. To understand the reasons for these differences, further in-depth qualitative research is required across different national contexts.
Discussion

This research has contributed to understandings of action sport consumers’ sport media preferences across generations and geographic locations and to the relationship between action sport and the Olympic Games. To date, much of the literature (predominantly based in the United States) has suggested that Gen Y consumers dominate action sports. Our research also suggests that Gen Y and Z are avid consumers of action sports as participants, and in media consumption, however, interest is not confined to youth. Many Gen-X action sport consumers continue to participate avidly in the action sport lifestyle. Building upon Bennett et al. (2006), our study suggests that action sports have a fan base amongst Gen X, Y, and Z.

Our research also suggests that these action sport participants across different continents, ages, and genders are avid consumers of sport media involving both traditional and action sports and on a range of platforms. Popular media events included international and national action sport competitions, such as the World Surf League and Summer and Winter X Games. Skateboarding was the most popular sport to watch amongst our participants. Although skateboarders were overrepresented in our questionnaire, it was also popular amongst other action sport participants. In contradistinction to previous research that suggests youth are increasingly disinterested in the Olympic Games, the action sport participants/consumers in our study do watch the Summer and Winter Olympics and proclaimed to enjoy a range of events including traditional sports (e.g., track and field) and action sports (e.g., BMX, snowboarding, new forms of skiing, mountain biking).

Yet the ways in which individuals consume these sports and the pleasures they gain may differ to more traditional sports fans. For example, action sport participants tended not to affiliate with athletes or events across nationalist lines. Reflecting previous research on the Olympics and their gendered audiences (Wensing & Bruce, 2003), female competitions were just as popular as male ones. The action sport enthusiasts in our research did not prefer watching men’s sport to women’s sport in the Olympics. However, women were more enthusiastic than men about action sports being included in the Olympics, particularly for certain sports (e.g., surfing, kitesurfing, parkour). Elsewhere we argue that the inclusion of action sports into the Olympic Games has been more contested by male participants, particularly those who stand the most to lose by greater diversity and changing power relations in their sporting cultures and industries (Wheaton & Thorpe, in press).

In terms of the proposed inclusion of surfing, skateboarding, and sport climbing into Tokyo 2020, the quantitative data appear to endorse the IOC’s hopes that action sport consumers will be interested in watching their sports in the Olympic. Of the 820 questionnaire participants, 60% thought that the inclusion of more action sports was a good idea and would probably lead them to watch more of the Olympics. The inclusion of street skateboarding was the most popular choice among questionnaire correspondents. This finding parallels a recent report that showed skateboarding in the top 5 sports American youth want to try, including Latino and Black youth
For our questionnaire participants, all forms of skateboarding were popular, as was BMX freestyle. There were, however, some important differences and trends across ages and nationalities. The under 19s (Gen Z) were most enthusiastic about action sports being included in the Olympics: 80% of under 19s supported it, and skateboarding was most popular. There were also differences nationally, particularly that Chinese- and English-speaking countries differed in their sport media consumption preferences. This finding suggests that research on U.S.-based action sport audiences may not be generalizable to other locales. We should therefore remain cautious in the claims we make about the homogeneity of the action sport consumer. Building upon earlier research that reveals how action sports developed differently in China (largely top-down processes driven by U.S. companies and the Chinese government; Thorpe, 2008, 2014), and the predominance of sport merchandising, consumption over participation in Asia (Rowe & Gilmour, 2010), additional research that examines the contextual differences in action sport participation and consumption patterns across nations will prove valuable for understanding the national differences signalled in this questionnaire.

Reflecting research exploring the Olympic inclusion of previous action sports such as snowboarding, BMX racing, and windsurfing (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2011a, 2011b), and debate in the subcultural media, participants also have concerns about how action sports are being represented by traditional sports organizations and mainstream media companies. Many participants took the opportunity provided by the “comments” sections to offer more colourful arguments for/against the inclusion of action sports into the Olympic Games, which provided a more nuanced understanding of this issue. The viewpoints of the more recreational and occasional questionnaire participants differed in options and attitudes to frequent core participants. This suggests that the views being expressed in the subcultural media, and indeed on forums, are only one part of the picture. As previous research has revealed, action sport cultures are highly fragmented and fast changing (Thorpe & Wheaton, 2013), yet the diversity of opinions about Olympic inclusion has not been presented in the subcultural media which tend to prioritise the voices of athletes and core cultural participants. Thus, in sharing the perspectives of recreational and occasional action sport participants, this article adds to current understandings of the politics of Olympic inclusion for the broader action sports community beyond the core.

Despite some epistemological reservations about the value of the questionnaire, it provided quantitative and qualitative data to explore media consumption trends particularly across different age-groups, action sports, and international contexts. The nature of this self-selecting sample, with participants primarily being self-declared action sport enthusiasts, means that we need to be cautious in interpreting our quantitative claims such as the size of the groups supporting Olympics inclusion. However, the questionnaire has revealed some important new trends in understanding contemporary action sport media consumption and in action sport participants’ attitudes to the Olympics. To ascertain if these findings are meaningful, more
detailed qualitative research is required to understand the motives and meanings behind these differences, particularly to understand the national differences. Furthermore, the questionnaire results (and gaps) highlight the need for qualitative research exploring how variables such as age, gender, nationality, sport, and participation and commitment levels intersect to influence sport media consumption patterns.

Conclusions

In sum, this research provides valuable information about the media preferences of action sport consumers, and their attitudes to action sports inclusion in the Olympic Games. There is clear enthusiasm for a broad variety of action sport media amongst Gen X, Y, and Z. We have demonstrated some differences across ages, with the under 19s—broadly aligning with Gen Z—being the most enthusiastic about action sports in the Olympics and most enthusiastic about skateboarding in particular. The study, which is best seen as a groundwork mapping of international, generational, and cross-sport trends, highlights many areas for further in-depth qualitative research. While the marriage between action sports and the Olympic Games may well provide the IOC with new viewers and lucrative markets, to maximise the engagement of those complex intergenerational and cross-cultural audiences, their viewing preferences will need continued attention and understanding.
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